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Executive Summary

Face it; Communication is Constant

C

hange is all around us. If we embrace it, there is
a higher probability we will grow professionally
and personally. If we don’t embrace change, that is all we’ll
have in our pockets. Change can make us or break us.
Take a step back and think about this for a second.
How have things changed in the business world during
your professional life? One of the most dynamic evolutions
is the transmitting of information. Technological advances
have given us faster and more efficient means of communicating. But are we utilizing these advances efficiently and
effectively?
I, like you, enjoy the convenience of speed. Of course, cell
phones, high speed internet and other technological advancements
make it possible for instant connection to our clients, employees,
vendors, etc. In the blink of an eye we can be in contact with
someone in the next office or across the globe with digital video
and sound, conducting business, closing a deal – all without
leaving the comforts of our nice, comfortable chair. But is that
such a good thing? Have we lost the art of personal communication
and contact?
In my 20 years of being in the media industry, I have
seen first hand a major transformation of the broadcast and

print world. But one thing is still constant. Face to face,
quality time with employees, clients and prospective
customers is and always will be the best way to conduct
business. In a world that demands instant, quicker-than-life
communication, let’s not forget about the old fashioned
way of delivering proposals, presenting our products and
services, signing agreements and HANDSHAKES.
We can never replace the core of business to business
transactions. It starts long before the putting of a signature
on a dotted line. It begins most likely with a phone to make
an appointment with the decision maker. The next step is to
have that appointment and present one’s product or service.
Questions and answers usually follow about features and
benefits. Then, maybe negotiations and final touches on a
mutually beneficial partnership transpire before the deal is
complete.
What this type of conducting business has that webconferencing, emailing and other non-personal communication
doesn’t have is the relationship factor. This step is crucial.
When we conduct business the old fashioned way of
actually seeing each other face to face, asking questions,
hearing answers and seeing body language, we develop a

very important element of a business partnership: trust.
Trust comes from personal contact, hearing the customers’s
needs and responding to them. We too often rely on nonpersonal communication to know what the client is thinking
and feeling. How often have we misinterpreted one’s tone
in an email? Miscommunication can make or break a deal.
Whether we’re the buyer or seller, we all want to be
heard, right? Being emphathetic and genuinely concerned
about a customer is very difficult without personal contact.
I challenge myself and each one of you to focus on who we
are, what we do and how we conduct business. We are a
species that must have contact with others to exist, survive
and succeed. Our businesses, our livelihood, our future is
dependent upon how we deal with one another. Let’s remember the odds of closing that next deal is higher when
we’re face to face with the one who pays our salary and
puts bread on our table: our customer.
Todd Breland
General Manager
Valley Business Report
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Philosophy
We are a pro-business publication committed
to reporting business news concerning the Rio
Grande Valley’s business community. We will
strive to create a forum in which business
leaders can exchange ideas and information;
to providing in-depth perspectives on business
trends affecting the community’s economy.
Our goal is to serve the interests of economic
development in the Rio Grande Valley.
Our editorial philosophy is to cover local
business news and to bring you relevant state,
national, and international news that affects
our region. Look for links on our Web Site at
www.valleybusinessreport.com to business
news and stories pertaining to the RGV from
across the country, plus local everyday events
and business news. Our print publication will
present stories of interest about local business
people, businesses, and issues of interest
pertaining to our area.
Letters to the Editor
Valley Business Report welcomes letters to
the editor. Letters should be e-mailed to
editorial@valleybusinessreport.com with the
subject line: Letter to the Editor.
Letters endorsing or opposing political
candidates will not be accepted. Please keep
letters to 300 words or less and should
include your full name and city of residence.
© 2009 Valley Business Report is published by
VBR Media, L.L.C.
Office phone: 956-310-8953
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Health

Focus on Education, Breast Cancer Issues
By Dave Ralph
A popular trend for businesses to provide more
medical information as health-care education for employees will continue to expand, according to a prominent health-care consultant.
Abby Vela, health awareness director for the
Women’s Clinic of South Texas, gave the key-note
speech during the National Mammography Day
program at Texas State Technical College Harlingen
on October 16. Businesses realize the benefits from
promoting wellness and offering educational healthcare information, she said, because such efforts
improve employee productivity overall as the result
of fewer sick days.
Businesses of all sizes, universities, state agencies,
health-care providers and insurance companies are
quickly finding more ways – newsletters, e-mails, insurance company connections, direct mail, special
workshops or presentations – to reach employees
with the healthy messages, she said.
Vela also operates an independent health consultation agency and serves as a motivational speaker.
At TSTC she joined Air Conditioning & Refrigeration
Technology major Sandy Ann Padilla in emotionally
sharing their personal stories about breast cancer.
About 50 women gathered in the LRC Orientation
Room to hear both speakers emphasize the importance
of performing monthly breast self-examinations and
consulting physicians at the first sign of an abnormality.
Vela revealed that she discovered a lump on one
of her breasts during the previous week; she had a

mammogram October 15. Padilla
underwent a double mastectomy
and recently had a hysterectomy
because cancer cells reached her
ovaries and uterus.
Every woman should step
up as a leader to educate more
women about breast cancer and
help breast cancer patients, Vela
said. “Be a voice, empower each
other, learn and disseminate
knowledge. We must not let fear
or arrogance hold us back because knowledge leads to answers. When we find out some- Abby Vela, left, and Sandy Ann Padilla shared stories about their breast
one has cancer, we should speak cancer experiences and educational information with women at TSTC
to them and get closer to them.” Harlingen on National Mammography Day, October 16. (D. Ralph)
She cited research that
shows 81 percent of women diVela’s speaking business is Universal Connections
agnosed with breast cancer live beyond the age of 70.
Padilla said that she became the first woman in … Linking People Together. The Web site is "www.ucher family diagnosed with breast cancer. “I went linkingpeopletogether.com. Padilla also speaks with
through the ‘Why me?’ phases, but I know that cancer individuals or groups. Her phone number is
does not have any age limits. You never know when 956.970.5451 and her e-mail address is
you’re going to get it,” she said. “I realize that God is sandyann33@yahoo.com. Online breast cancer sources
with me and that he has given me a mission to help recommended by Vela are www.cancer.org and
www.mdweb.com
others understand the disease.”
The hysterectomy a few weeks ago forced her to
withdraw from TSTC for fall semester; she hopes to Dave Ralph is communications writer for Texas
return to classes in the spring semester. “Every battle State Technical College Harlingen. He worked
that we fight leaves a scar, but each scar I have on my as city editor for the Valley Morning Star before
joining TSTC
body makes me a stronger woman. I will win the war
against cancer.”

Women's health care adviser Abby Vela spoke during the National Mammography Day program at TSTC Harlingen. She told about 50 women
that early detection by self-examination is crucial in the cure for breast
cancer. (photo by Dave Ralph)

Women's health care consultant Abby Vela during her presentation at TSTC
Harlingen shared that keeping a positive attitute is important for patients
and their families.
(photo by Dave Ralph)
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Education

Money Matters Reach Elementary Students
By Eileen Mattei

“We know we have a problem in our region: the
community is not financially savvy,” said Bertha Garza,
first vice president and head of Cameron County marketing
for International Bank of Commerce in Brownsville. So
when US Department of the Treasury staffers came to
Brownsville last year to discuss the problem of consumer
money management education with community leaders,
Garza represented IBC at the meeting.
“They were looking for a pilot program to take financial training of the public to a different level,” Garza
said. Based on a positive experience, she recommended
FDIC’s outreach program called Money Smart. The
free, flexible money management training covers banking
and financial services including borrowing basics. The
program is also accessible online in English and Spanish.
Brownsville was one of eight cities selected by the
US Treasury Department to test community-based approaches to financial education, according to Louisa
Quittman, director for community programs for the

Treasury. The only Texas city in the pilot program,
Brownsville is also the only location which focused
training efforts on school children instead of community
college students and young adults. “The needs are
different in each community, and the community strengths
are different,” Quittman said.
At the invitation of the Treasury Dept, IBC, Wells
Fargo, Compass Bank, Frost Bank, and Lone Star joined
a June brainstorming session with Workforce Solutions,
health facilities and the Brownsville Independent School
District. They considered what age group would be receptive and would benefit from Money Smart’s financial
awareness training.
“We decided to plant the seed at very young age
and start with fifth graders,” Garza said. The show
“Are you smart than a fifth grader?” may have influenced
the decision.
By coincidence, a bright Brownsville 15-year-old
named Parnay Sharma, who attends an east coast boarding
school, had approached the BISD with a vision of beginning financial literacy in middle schools. During the
summer he and a few other students participated in an

intensive, week-long Money Smart immersion test.
“We were on the right track and agreed to keep
going,” Garza said. ”It’s been very exciting to see it
develop. While BISD administrators, school board and
elementary principals welcomed the Money Smart pilot
program, Garza said, initially it was difficult for the
schools to accept non-teachers as trainers for the program.
Yet a law passed in 2005 requires graduating seniors to
be financially literate. “ I think that made a big impact,”
Garza said.
FDIC sent employees from Dallas to train about
100 newly-recruited volunteer-trainers who would present
Money Smart to the students. Bankers and retired
teachers signed on as volunteers, as well as parental involvement leaders and Olivette Fisher who teaches
business classes at Rivera High School. She is training
her students in Money Smart so they in turn can bring
the program to fifth graders.
BISD has 30 elementary schools, and this fall 24 of
them, with approximately 2,000 fifth graders, began
participating in Money Smart. Students at two private
schools and a charter school are also going though the
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Students at Pullam Elementary show they are eager to learn about money in a pioneering financial literacy program called Money Smart. (photo by Eileen Mattei)
Money Smart modules, bringing the total student participating to about 2,500. By the 2010-11 school year, that
number is expected to reach 3,500.
Financial literacy is slotted into BISD fifth grade
social studies classes, although schools have the option
of presenting it through math classes. “I believe Money
Smart is a very good program,” says BISD social studies
specialist Rosie Ara, who is the liaison with the participating
banks. “The age level at which it is presented is a good
target age.”
Benavides Elementary fifth grade teacher Deborah
Izeta agreed on the training’s impact on the children.
“The students were very excited, very enthusiastic, to be
learning about money. They talked about allowances
and whether they spend it immediately or save it for
larger purposes. In my class, (mixed GT) about half of
my class knew a little about financial institutions.” she
thought the children were eager to learn more when the

first class ended. Students worked on program handouts
in class. Ara said fifth graders are taking the Money
Smart literature home and talking to their parents, getting
another generation involved.
Each of Money Smart’s six modules, beginning
with “Bank On It,” has a particular message. The first
explains why people use banks, what services they offer
and what jobs bank employees do. From there, students
learn how checking accounts and credit cards work, and
try their hand at balancing a checking account in class.
One module sure to get their interest explores paying for
college and cars.
Garza reports monthly to the FDIC on the number
of students being trained in the various modules.
Treasury staffers will visit schools in November to see
the progress and to view a micro-community bank run
by students at Hudson Elementary.
Given all swift implementation of the financial

Fifth graders at Brownsville's Pullam Elementary start down the road to financial literacy with guides
Sandra Trevino and Denise Atkinson from IBC. (photo by Eileen Mattei)

literacy program, it’s startling to learn that the Treasury
initially expected the program would get into the schools
in 2010. “The community has really responded beautifully
to this program. We’ve put a lot of hours into it and
know it didn’t happen over night. Now it’s a win-win
for the community and kids,” Garza said.
Quittman of the Treasury agreed. “What is unique
in Brownsville is having the kids look at curriculum and
put their own stamp on it. It’s great to work with these
community organizations and schools.” She agreed
Brownsville moved rapidly in lining up schools and
volunteers. Part of the momentum may be attributed to
the current economic crisis which opens up opportunities
to discuss money. People now really must know how to
manage their money, Quittman explained. “They are
ready to talk about the right way to manage and spend
money.”
Garza foresees the money management education
spreading Valley-wide and nationwide.
She said if the Treasury Department considers the
Brownsville program successful, they will offer it to
Harlingen and McAllen schools. “My goal is to get
Money Smart into the valley schools. Any city can do it,
if they make the commitment,” Garza said. “Financial
literacy gives students a better understanding of money.
It plants that seed so they continue learning.”
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Non-Profits

Recovery Important for Local Organizations
by Adolfo Pesquera
Non-profit organizations across the Rio Grande
Valley have watched local donations fall as demand
for services grow, but they managed to cover much
of the deficit with government and private foundation
grants, and some innovative thinking.
Donations to United Way of Southern Cameron
County through workplace campaigns slid downward,
said Traci Wickett, this United Way region's president
and chief executive officer.
"That is not surprising when you consider some
businesses no longer exist and some workplaces operate with a lot less people than they used to,"
Wickett said.
To compensate for the deficit from individual
payroll contributions, the local United Way accelerated
its grant-writing activity. The additional grants has
not completely covered the gap in payroll contributions, Wickett said, but the agency is fulfilling its
mission.

Terri Drefke, executive director of the Food Bank
of the Rio Grande Valley. (courtesy)

The Food Bank of the Rio Grande Valley, meanwhile, saw a 15 percent increase in the number of
people looking for help this year over last, said executive director Terri Drefke. This has been a most
unusual year, she added.
"We don't see it getting any less through the
end of this year, as far as the need goes," Drefke
said. "We have seen such an increase in the middle
class - families that have never had to look for help
before. I haven't seen anything like this in my 20

years here.
Drefke described the typical middle class aid
recipient as a family where husband and wife worked,
then one or both lost a job and could not find another.
"And the bills keep coming in," she said.
Through August, 325,000 families sought aid,
Drefke said. The Food Bank's fiscal years end Sept.
30, but figures for September were not available at
press time.
Despite the increase in demand, the Food Bank
has been more fortunate than some non-profit groups
in keeping up with the need. The Food Bank distributed 25 million pounds this fiscal year versus 22
million in 2008.
And protein products, always the most difficult
commodity to acquire, was more plentiful this year.
"Last year was really rough. It was the roughest
I had seen since the early 1990s," Drefke said.
But stimulus funds through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act poured into the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and from there peanut
butter and chicken parts made their way to food
banks nationwide.
"That was separate from the usual funding,
though, so we may not see it again next year,"
Drefke said.
Donations in general were up this year because
donors recognized the need. Non-profits in the
cultural arts and other services considered less
essential than keeping people from going hungry
tended to suffer, Drefke said.
The same could not be said for South Texas
Chapter of the American Red Cross. Donations
began dropping by September of 2008, said Michael
A. Huckabee, executive director of the Red Cross
office in Harlingen.
"Businesses and organizations are tightening
their belts," Huckabee said, but he added that donors
appeared recover slightly in the last several weeks.
Unlike the Food Bank, United Way and some
other organizations, Huckabee noted all Red Cross
contributions are local. Thus, the agency is more
vulnerable to local economics.
"At first, (the donation drop) was over uncertainty," he said. "People were concerned about
whether they were still going to have a job."
Then the region's workforce started shrinking.
And bad luck made things worse; the local Red
Cross had a run of single family fires above what is
normally experienced.

Dean Hall, executive director of Loaves and Fishes
in Harlingen. (courtesy)

"Single family fires are killings us," Huckabee
said. "We spent almost half of what we budgeted for
the entire year in the first quarter. Lately, it's just
been one after another."
Loaves & Fishes of the Rio Grande Valley Inc.
took in more homeless, handed out more meals and
provided more emergency rent and utility assistance.
The burden has been dramatic, said executive director
Dean Hall.
Local donations fell 50 percent, but food bags
distributed were up 186 percent, and the soup kitchen
put out 10 percent more plates. Homeless shelters
saw 16 percent more occupancy.
The only service that did not rise was emergency
financial assistance, but that stayed flat because the
budget for it - dependent as it is on government
largesse - did not rise.
Loaves and Fishes was able to spend 53 percent
more this year because of an increase in government
and private foundation grants, Hall said.
Local donations from 2008 to 2009 dropped
from $354,000 to $249,000. But government assistance rose from $212,000 to $382,000. And foundation
grants went from $103,000 to $157,000.
The funds translated to 81,000 meals through
September, 826 people in shelters, 2,996 families
on emergency financial aid and 339 households on
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Michael A. Huckabee,
executive director of
the Red Cross office in
Harlingen. (courtesy)

energy assistance. Another 339 people have been
going through the job placement program.
A year ago, Hall added a grant writer to staff.
That helped the Loaves and Fishes adjust in timely
manner to the recession. Hall attributes much of the
regional downturn to plant closings.
"Specifically in the plastics area, and anything
related to the automotive business has sharply curtailed," he said.
The recession's effects on local giving led to
brainstorming at United Way. Wickett said cutting
services was not an option. And the agency felt an
obligation to tackle some of the root causes of the
recession.
A lack of financial literacy and the willingness
of the financial naive consumer to take risky loans

had a huge role in causing the 2008 meltdown.
United Way is determined to educate people on
finance in new ways.
Assets for Independence, a federal grant program,
is underway in the Valley through a United Way initiative. Targeting individuals trying to get into their
first home, the program requires a one year attendance
in financial literacy classes.

If the participant saves $2,000 and repairs his
or her credit, a 2-to-1 match is made toward the purchase of a home. That $2,000 personal savings
attracts another $4,000.
United Way is promoting financial management
brown-bag sessions in the workplace, and will soon
launch an emergency loan program with the help of
business partners and the Community Development
Corporation of Brownsville.
The intent of the emergency loan program is to
wean borrowers away from those usurious payday
loan shops, Wickett said. All these initiatives cost
little, but in the long run can do much to change ingrained consumer practices that were exploited to
the harm of the nation.
"When times are tough, you have got to get a
whole lot more creative," Wickett said. "Not every
problem is solved with money.
"The bottom line is as long as we stay focused
on changing lives for the better, we're going to be
fine."

Terri Drefke and a volunteer collect food at WalMart to provide for Valley families. (courtesy)
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Retail Business

Retailers Anxious about Coming Season
By Kevin Knoch
The season is here, whether you call it the Christmas Season, or the holiday shopping season, if you
are in retail sales it is the most important two months
of the year. Everybody gets a little stressed, making
time for shopping, the crowds, how to stretch the
dollar. But from management to the floor sales person,
all are wondering what kind of year are it will be for
sales.
There is good reason to be concerned, as the recession grinds on employment continues to climb.
Will people’s concerns about what the future will
bring, cause them to avoid the malls and stores? Will
the dollars stay in their pockets and the credit cards in
their wallets? The retail industry has every right to be
concerned, there is a track record with the similar
conditions; last year.
The National Retail Federation is the premier
tracker of cash register transactions across the country.
They reported 2008 holiday sales, a combination of
November and December numbers, were down 3.4
percent from 2007 transaction totals. Sales decreased
by $12.7 billion year over year.
The down turn is underscored when you consider
the NRF had forecast a 2.2 percent increase in midOctober of 2008. Actual sales were off by 5.6 percent
from the NRF preseason projection. The decrease

also marked the first decline in holiday sales since
the NRF started tracking sales numbers in 1995.
NRF Chief Economist Rosalind Wells commented
when the numbers were released. “The current economic
crisis proved to be more challenging than any had anticipated. Consumers showed they were more than
willing to wait out retailers this year (2008) causing
increased pressure on price.”
What does the NRF predict for 2009? Not a recovery; sales totals won’t be higher than the 2007
numbers. They think numbers will drop 1 percent to
$437.6 billion. The retail numbers include Nov. and
Dec. sales at all stores, except transactions at automobile
dealers, gas stations, and restaurants.
Economist Wells thinks there are signs the
economy is getting better.
“As the global economy continues to recover
from the worst economic crisis most retailers have
ever seen, Americans will focus primarily on practical
gifts and shop on a budget this holiday season.” NRF
President and CEO Tracy Mullin added, “The expectation of another challenging holiday season does not
come as news to retailers, who have been experiencing
a pullback in consumer spending for over a year.”
Similar to the old saying “All politics are local”,
the same can be said for sales; they are local. How
did the retail sales for the Rio Grande Valley go last
year? Well they were down like the national numbers,

An aerial of Rio Grande Valley Premium Outlets in Mercedes. (courtesy)

but not by much. When using numbers generated by
the Texas Comptrollers Office, there are two important
differences to remember, Texas reports the numbers
by quarters and includes sectors the NRF excludes
like automobile dealer and restaurant transactions.
In the upper valley, the McAllen/Edinburg/Mission
MSA reported in the last quarter of 2008 $2,374,371,234
billion in retail sales. An impressive number, but
down from the $2,559,979,976 billion sold in 2007.
A difference of $185,608,742 million representing a
drop of .0725 percent in sales considerably better that
the national percentage of 3.4 %, even considering
the Texas figures include an extra month and all segments of retail sales.
The fourth quarter Brownsville/Harlingen MSA
showed a slow down in retail sales in 2008. Sales
came in at $1,032,921,866 billion, compared to
$1,151,617,492 for the last stanza of 2007. A difference
of $118,695,626 million, a percentage drop of .1030;
percentage drops many areas of the country would
gladly liked to have.
What about this year? The New York Times in
an October 3, 2009 article by Stephanie Rosenbloom
insisted most retailers would be happy to take a prediction of flat. “Retailers are relieved to hear that prediction. Flat sales this holiday season would at least
mean that things had stopped getting worse.” Rosenbloom pointed to recent survey’s by Neilson and
Deloitte that, “forecast no change in holiday sales
from last year to this year.”
Rosenbloom cited the International Council of
Shopping Centers as one of the most hopeful reports
recently released. The industry trade group is “forecasting a one percent year over year sales increase in
November and December.”
What about here in the Rio Grande Valley? One
of the top shopping destinations is the Rio Grande
Valley Premium Outlets in Mercedes. Senior Vice
President of Marketing for Chelsea Premium Outlets,
a division of Simon Property Group, Michelle Rothstein
feels her value added niche market at the Mid Valley
will fare well during the holiday season.
“We are going forth with a great shopping experience that will enable people to help their dollars
stretch even further. So we are hopeful that message
resonates with customers this holiday season. We certainly hope the lure of great deals on designer and
brand name merchandise will continue to attract Mexican National shoppers.”
Rothstein emphasized the Mexican National is
an important part of their customer base. “we will
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continue to market in Mexico. We have not stopped
marketing in Mexico.”
The vice president pointed out the Rio Grande
Valley Premium Outlets did have a good year last
year. Much of the success may be attributable to an
expansion of 40 stores in March of 2008. “Because
outlet centers like ours are destinations and people
will plan weekends, we now have a hotel next door;
everything keeps evolving in Mercedes.”
Rothstein also felt the opening of Saks Fifth
Avenue Off Fifth in November had a profound effect.
“It is one store, but a huge one and quite a draw. That
might of changed the complexion”.
Whether it was the 40 store rolling expansion or
the opening of the new Saks Fifth Avenue facility,
Mercedes proved to be the exception to the holiday
shopping numbers last year. While retail was down
nationally, and to a lesser extent locally, Mercedes
showed a gain in retail sales in the fourth quarter of
2008 over 2007. In the last three months of 2007 the
total sales in the city hit $99,316,731 million. In the
final quarter of 2008 sales hit $101,179,642. A small,
but significant increase of .0184 percent in sales.
The numbers were positive and dramatic down
the road in Harlingen. The city posted impressive
retail gains in the fourth quarter of 2008 over 2007.
Retail purchases hit $261,274,717 million in 2007,
the number climbed to $287,363,763 million in 2008.
A $26,089,046 million increase year over year.
Chief Executive Officer of the Harlingen Economic
Development Corporation Bill Martin thinks it will
be another banner year for sales in the city. “I think
things will remain stable or even possibly increase
this year. Our employment has been steady; we have
some local companies that are growing. I think it will

be a pretty happy holiday season
for people here.”
University of Texas at
Brownsville/Texas Southmost College Economics Professor Rafael
Otero commented on a essential part
of the RGV shopping formula; Mexican National Shoppers. Stores and
malls often estimate the demographic
group can make up 35-40 percent
of their business during Nov. and
Dec. Otero feels a stable peso will
influence how shopping goes in the
RGV.
“I think the peso has been fairly
stable and it is the expectation to
remain so in the near future. I think
retail sales will be fairly decent.
Only if it goes to beyond 15 by
Dec. (Exchange rate 15 pesos to 1 US Dollar) there
could be a problem. I think the Christmas sales could
be not the best we ever had, but better than last year.”
Group Marketing Director Veronica Baca-Martinez
at Sunrise Mall in Brownsville agrees with the professor’s assessment.
“It is hard to predict what sales will be in 2009.
The purchasing power of the peso appears to be one
of the main indicators of how our sales will be in any
given month, considering Nationals represent a strong
shopper base for Sunrise Mall. We are hopeful for a
strong holiday season, and we have many key elements
in place to make for a successful season.”
Michael Stromberg operates La Boutique Electronics in the Rio Grande Valley’s best known retail
Mecca, La Plaza Mall in McAllen. He is optimistic

compared to last year. “Projections are we are going
to have a good year. I’m hopeful and preordering
merchandise for the holidays. More so than last year.”
So retailers are getting ready and hoping the
cash register ringing is as steady as jingle bells and
better than last years numbers.
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Entrepreneur

Good Client Relations Aid in Debt Collection
by Adolfo Pesquera
Collecting debts from small businesses has not gotten
any easier in this recession - far from it.
Gigi Sosa, a legal forwarder for the Louisville, Ky.based CST Co. collections agency, is on the receiving end
of bad debts owed to national companies all over the
United States. From her Dallas office, Sosa is responsible
for 11 states.
She relies on lawyers who specialize in collecting
debts, and when debts owed originate in the Lower Rio
Grande Valley, she calls on Paul Wilson. And she has relied
on Wilson's Edinburg-based firm for 13 years.
"I have confidence in their ability to work these
claims," said Sosa of the firm. "We're not the only forwarder.
I'm sure there are other collections agencies that send him
claims. But we keep him busy."
Wilson, 46, primarily handles business-to-business
debts.
There are so many defaults these days; 2009 has not
been a typical year, Wilson emphasized.

"It is the same story, no matter who you talk to - lack
of credit," Wilson said.
The credit crunch in the Valley became critical by the
second quarter, Wilson said. With case files in every sector
of the economy, Wilson is as knowledgeable as any banker
in regard to the community's economic pulse.
Loans were not being made, and for so many small
businesses those loans are used to consolidate debt and to
pay of the short-term loans that - when defaulted - become
the bread and butter of Wilson's business.
Wilson does not deal with real estate loans directly.
His cases involve merchandise, equipment and money. But
to offer an example of the crisis, he noted his use of liens on
real estate that debtors are attempting to sale.
"In a normal month, we settle one to three court judgments through the use of various liens filed on real estate,"
Wilson said. "Those debtors need to clear the liens to get
good title. In the first six months of 2009, we received one
settlement from a real estate transaction."
The Wilson Law Firm is the preeminent firm in the
Valley in handling debts on a contingency fee basis, a compensation method he considers essential to good client relations.
"This cannot be overstated," Wilson said. "One of the
most compelling reasons for contingency work is the
interests of the law firm and the client align. I don't get a
pay day unless my client gets a recovery."
Working on a contingency fee also makes the litigation
process available to more businesses, he said. Many small
businesses would not pursue a debt if they had to deal with
a law firm that charges by the hour.
Wilson would not reveal earnings, but he did not that
his firm is down in earnings from last year by about 10
percent, whereas law firms in other lines of work are down
20 to 30 percent.
Earnings may be down for the three-person law firm Wilson's only staff is a secretary and a private investigator but work is up.
"We have more clients, but this recession is bad for
collecting," he said. "More debtors have capital crunches
that require them to go out of business."
In pursuing a debt, Wilson takes a non-confrontational
approach. He prefers to attempt a sincere conversation to
determine whether there is a legitimate complaint. Was
merchandise damaged? Was there some other reason for
dissatisfaction?
Wilson may get honest answers about cash flow problems and work out a settlement. If he cannot work out a settlement, but thinks the debtor has the means to pay, he
advises clients to sue. The lawsuits almost always lead to a

Paul Wilson primarily handles business-to-business debt from his Edinburg office.
judgment in favor of his client.
But the real work begins after the judgment, Wilson
said. Collections law firms prove their worth in their ability
to enforce judgments.
Enforcement may entail garnishment of income, use
of a sheriff's office to execute liquidation of assets. It may
involve use of discovery through subpoenas to get more information on where assets are hid. Or Wilson may get a
judge to set up a receivership.
David Rowland, a transportation broker with Mike's
Loading Service Inc., arranges the transport of good for
companies that need truckers. As the middleman, Rowland
handles thousands of clients in the United States, Canada
and Mexico that need an agent who knows the trucking
lines in the Valley.
When the in-house accounts staff fails to collect a debt
for services rendered, Rowland calls Wilson - typically
within 75 to 90 days of a debt being past due.
"We've used other people in the past," Rowland said.
"But Paul does a good job. He is personally involved in all
of the accounts."
Wilson has worked Mike's Loading cases for six
years. He files the lion's share of debts - those for Rowland
and other clients - through the Hidalgo County courthouse.
"I've been told my firm files more cases than any law
firm," Wilson said. "We are second only to the tax assessorcollector in filing past-due debts."
Rowland also appreciates Wilson's integrity.
"He will give specific advice as to whether a debt is
collectible," Rowland said. "And many times he will do
that to his own detriment. Where he could have taken a
case and billed us for it, he will instead tell us it's a waste of
money to go after that account. I think his integrity is very
high."
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Evolution

Travelers stay confident enough to Go with Jo
By Eileen Mattei
This year alone, Jo Liston is sending five pilgrimage groups to Israel and Europe, accompanying
two of them. While the owner of Go...with Jo Tours
and Travel has been developing tours and sharing her
pleasure in faraway places for 25 years, her success
with faith-based trips in the past five years is one
more example of commercial evolution at work. To
stay relevant in a rapidly changing market, a successful
business must adapt and diversify.
A love of travel, the ability to speak Spanish and
years of experience arranging Girl Scout trips were
Liston’s assets when she opened Go....with Jo Tours
in 1984. Using her sewing machine table as an office,
Liston began offering Mexico tours to Winter Texans
living in RV parks near her Harlingen home.
“We started out doing Mexico bus tours only.
Have we changed!” Liston exclaimed. During that
first year in business, customers asked Liston to offer
US trips. After branching out into that market, Liston
added a travel agency. Today Mexico tours represent
only a fraction of her business, yet Liston recently
discovered a new niche market for Mexico. She now
caters to wintering French Canadians with a Frenchspeaking guide leading her Mexico bus tours. (The
Canadian guide, impressed with the organization of a
Go with Jo trip he took, proposed the now-popular
tours for the neglected Francophone demographic.)
Liston’s round-the-clock fulfillment of the company’s motto, “We take care of you,” has won the
business a loyal core of travelers. They return each
year to Go with Jo and recommend the experience to
friends. “My reputation, my dependability, has always
meant more to me than the money,” Liston said. The
large cloth doll that accompanies each tour bus is

A doll, received as a good luck gift when Go...with
Jo, opened, accompanies all bus tours, except for
the all-male hunter trips. (courtesy)

widely recognized by Mexican immigration officials, restaurants, and
hotels.
Liston developed a booklet for
her clients with suggestions on what
to wear, tip, and eat. “I know what
the weather is in going to be, but
they like to have it in writing. It’s
very easy to travel now. Bottled
water is available all over the world.”
Her general advice: dress in layers
and color-coordinate your wardrobe
“I like to travel and to be with
people. I enjoy going back to the
same places and learning something
new every time. I personally prefer Jo Liston accompanied travelers Elizabeth Johnson and Belgian exto be on a bus and know the people change student on a Rotary trip to El Salto in Nuevo Leon. (courtesy)
you’re traveling with,” Liston said.
Liston admitted to being conservative in the way
On her travels, she is thrilled when someone assumes
she has grown her business. Sticking with success,
she is a native of Mexico.
The travel industry as a whole, which had almost she still maintains a network of salespeople in RV
recovered from 9/11, has suffered along with the parks. The Go with Jo office in McAllen opens only
economy. “It’s not just local travel that has taken a during Winter Texan season. Yet in 1997, she had Go
hit. The east coast is down 30 to 40 percent,” Liston with Jo offices built across from Valle Vista Mall in
said. Yet she is already getting calls from Winter Harlingen.
Liston had diversified into a new sector in 1996
Texans who want information on upcoming tours.
She anticipates that the demand will be for shorter when she bought her first motor coach. Go with Jo
trips and one-day trips with tours to Mexico shorter now owns three of the large, luxurious buses, plus
as well. “But even on a fixed income, they budget for several mini-coaches. With them she provides transtravel,” she said. The internet, of course, has enabled portation for the Valley’s convention business, along
individuals to become their own travel agent for with connections to and from the region’s airport,
simple flights, devastating many straight travel agencies. with scheduled and on-demand shuttles.
“There’s a need for straight transportation,” she
Liston’s forte of tours and specialized travel, in
contrast, has survived, weathering peso devaluations explained. The region does not have enough motor
coaches to supply to schools for events. Supplying
and cartel violence in Mexico.
buses for tours during the week and then using the
coaches for event transportation is working out well.
“With buses, the secret is to keep them moving.
They’re a fixed cost and the more they’re used the
better,” she said.
While Liston has passed the standard retirement
age, she’s already living the standard retirement dream
of traveling extensively.... and, for her, it’s deductible
“I don’t think I’ll retire. I like what I’m doing,”
Liston said. There are still places Jo Liston wants to
see in south Texas and around the world. Her favorite
destinations include Israel, Michoacán, and Copper
Canyon. Monterrey, she acknowledged, is almost
like home. “Every time I go, the group is different,
the scenery changes. Did you know Monterrey has a
Jo Liston has a large library of destination inforriver walk and river boat ride now?”
mation at Go....With Jo. (courtesy)
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Innovation

Where in the Valley Will the Windfarms Be?
By Kevin Knoch
They are north of us. Plans have been made for
them to be west of us. There is talk of a number of
them south of us. We’ve known since mid-summer
they will be in the water east of us. A company in
Matamoros is already manufacturing parts for them
and a company located at the Port of Brownsville is
thinking about getting into the component business.
We are talking about wind powered turbines.
Electricity producing wind farms. Sometimes over
100 of them grouped together, 400 feet to 500 feet
high. The type of farms that can produce enough
electricity to power thousands of homes. What we
have seen pictured on television, touted as clean,
green, renewable energy. It may be many months
away before we see the start of construction. One
project it is going to be a couple of years before they
start construction work.
Brownsville Navigation District Port Director
Eddie Campriano feels the wind industry is coming
to the Rio Grande Valley. “It looks like there is going
to be some form or fashion of wind industry hitting
our area. It is just a matter of which one is coming
first.” Campriano explains why the wind industry has
taken an interest in the lower South Texas coast.
“The reason our area is attractive is the wind
blows during the day. What you have is what they
call Sync Rous peak. When you have your highest
demand for electricity, is when you have generation
being created by wind energy. In West Texas, the
wind blows at night when the electric demand is the
lowest. What is attractive about the coast… is the
wind blows during the day.”
Another attraction to the wind energy industry is
the close proximity to transmission lines. Those lines
running along Highway 77 can move the recently
produced power in to the electrical grid. The lines
also allow transmission to cities up state.
On the component side of the equation, it has already started to happen for the Port of Brownsville.
“We have seen reinforced concrete poles come through
being trucked to a wind project in West Texas. We see
another contract coming down the pike maybe as
soon as November.” The port director added he expects
to see turbines, engines and blades coming through
the port in the future.
You would need a map of the South Texas coast
and colored pins to identify the regions working and
proposed wind farms. Starting in San Patricio County
above Corpus Christi, you could use green pins for a

working farm, phase one of the Papalote Creek Farm
went on line October 15, 2009 when turbines started
generating electricity.
The first phase came in right on time. Austin
based project manager Patrick Woodson predicted an
October 2009 completion date in December of 2008.
A second Papalote phase involving 139 turbines is
planned. The farm is clearly visible from Highway 77
west of Sinton, from bridges crossing Corpus Christi
Bay or from a tall buildings in downtown Corpus
Christi.
A wind farm is proposed in western Nueces
County in the Robstown Chapman Ranch area, but
this one would need a different colored pin. Wind
farms are not required to meet government mandated
permits, like environmental impact studies. But one
governmental agency gets involved right away. The
Federal Aviation Administration, (FAA) because of
height of turbines determines if a turbine is an obstruction to aviation. The FAA becomes involved
with any type tower over 200’ in height. Turbine
towers near airports can receive a determination of
obstruction.
Green pins would be needed further down the
coast for two farms that are working east of Sarita in
Kenedy County. The farms started delivering power
to the grid in December of 2008. The Penascal project
(one of the Kenedy Ranch wind farms) has started

phase two of its development. Mannti Cummings
Wind Project Manager of American Shoreline in
Corpus Christi is one of the project developers, “We
have started construction phase two that’s another 84
turbines. It should be completed and operational by
the first quarter of next year.”
One of the first customers of the Sarita Farms
was South Texas Electrical Cooperative, made up of
South Texas cooperative power companies. In the
Rio Grande Valley, customers of Magic Valley and

Wind project manager Mannti Cummings of
American Shoreline in Corpus Christi. (courtesy)
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Nueces Retail Power cooperatives have had locally
generated wind power available to their customers.
More pins would be needed further west in Webb and
Jim Hogg County’s
as farms are planned for the Hebbronville area.
Cunnings company is involved in those projects. The
farms when built out in 2013 would have 400 turbines.
Cummings did caution the company is having trouble
with financing on the projects mainly because the
cost of natural gas is lower than the production of
wind power.
But as you leave the King Ranch and enter
Willacy you better have all kinds of pins ready for
proposed farms. Airtricity Inc. the same company
that developed San Patricio’s Papalote project is doing
preliminary work on a development easy of Highway
77 and north of State Highway 186, a large area near
San Perlita is being looked at.
Woodson stated, “We are in the preliminary
stages, we are doing wind measurements and weighing
the viability.” Talks are being carried on with area
land owners and county government. Woodson feels
it may be several months before the company makes
a decision to go ahead with the Raymondville area
project.
But a little further down the road, a big energy
player is looking into the feasibility of a project along
the Willacy/Cameron County line. Duke Energy of
Charlotte, North Carolina, has asked the FAA to
evaluate 86 wind turbine sites around and north of
Lyford. Just east of Lyford 87 turbine locations are
being evaluated at the request of Duke labeled Rio
Hondo, although many of the turbine locations are in
Willacy County in the vicinity of the Santa Monica
area.
Duke Energy spokesperson, Gregg Efthimiou related, “We are referring to the project as Las Palmas.”

Efthimiou stated, “It is Duke’s policy not to comment
on wind projects until they have a buyer for the
power produced.” The FAA will evaluate the locations
for obstructions in the next few months and whether
the towers will be a hazard.
The most ambitious local wind project was announced in July 16, 2009 when the Texas General
Land office leased offshore tracts to a Houston based
Baryonyx Corporation. One of those tracts will be off
of South Padre Island, north of the town, and the
closest turbine will be over four miles east of Cameron
County’s Edwin K. Atwood Park. Baryonyx spokesperson Lorraine Heywood relates although common in
Europe, the project would be one of the first offshore
wind projects in the United States.
Baryonyx plans two hundred turbines at the
Cameron County site. “We have already started talking
to Keppel AmFELs about building platforms. Each
turbine will have its own platform. We are going to
use local talent and companies.”
The offshore project will have to do an environmental impact study which the company estimates
will take two years to complete. Total construction
time Heywood estimates, will take five years. She
stressed the offshore construction crews will be based
in Port Isabel.
One unique aspect of the offshore farm is power
generated will supply an onshore data center to be located in Port Isabel. The data center will store information for a variety of companies, Baryonyx is negotiating with. Power not needed for the data center
will flow to the electrical grid.
Both Campriano and Cummings say wind farms
are being looked at in the state of Tamaulipas, Mexico
south of Matamoros. Cummings relates his company
is looking at projects close to Matamoros and further
south.

Eddie Campriano Port Director, Port of
Brownsville (courtesy)
The Port of Brownsville continues talks with
Cielo Wind of Austin about a wind farm on navigation
district property. The project has been around for a
number of years. Port officials signed a new lease
with the company Oct. 7, 2009, the new proposed
project is in its preliminary stages.
Sometime in the near future, wind farms are
coming to the Rio Grande Valley. It is just a question
of where, when and which one will be first.
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History & Heritage
Celaya Brought New Ways to Transport Goods
by Kevin Knoch
He led a group of visionaries that solved a major
logistics and transportation problem for the Rio
Grande Valley. Their effort changed how things were
done, through their determined labors they made life
better for all in the community. In a sense they
bridged 19th century into the 20th well before the
20th century arrived. A native of Spain; Simon Celaya
born in September of 1823.
Celaya arrived in the Brownsville/Matamoros
area at one of the crossroads of history in 1848, just
after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed.
The accord established the Rio Grande River as the
southern boundary of the United States, transferred
large areas of the American Southwest to the jurisdiction
of the United States, and end hostilities between
Mexico and the U. S.
Celaya walked into these turbulent times as the
City of Brownsville was being established on the
north bank of the Rio Grande. He had come to the
area at the behest of one of the area’s well known
merchant’s Jose San Roman, believed to be his cousin.
Celaya’s great grandson Augustine “Gus “ Celaya asserted in a September 23, 2002 presentation at the
Museums of Port Isabel Telling Our Stories series.

San Roman was among a group of European and
American merchants that established businesses in
Matamoros, Mexico in the late 1820’s. The area was
important because Matamoros served as Mexico’s
outpost in the north and its only port north of Tampico,
Mexico. Among San Roman’s contemporaries were
Charles Stillman of Connecticut, who arrived in 1827.
Soon followed by Scotsman John Young and Englishman William Neale.
Matamoros’s port had been Port Isabel before
the Mexican American War. The United States continued
using the area as a maritime center, evidenced by the
building of a lighthouse in 1852. Trade goods from
the east coast of the US and Europe arrived by sailing
ship at the mouth of the Rio Grande or at what then
known as Point Isabel.
The logistic problem was off loading the goods
and how they made their way to the population center
of Brownsville/Matamoros. The offloading at sea and
then on shallow draft river boats was dangerous under
the best condition. The cargo then moved up river. A
regular route was established serving ranches and
settlements as far west as Rio Grande City.
When unloading at the Point or Brazos Island,
goods traveled by ox cart to the mouth of the river
along the hard pack sand of the beach, and travel
inland by boat. The other alternative was a days long
jarring overland trip by ox cart into Brownsville,
from Point Isabel.
Simon Celaya arrived in unsettled times, but the

wildest was yet to come a little over a decade later;
the American Civil War. During the war the area was
held by alternately by Union and Confederate forces.
Many forget two wars were going on at the same
time. French troops occupied Matamoros and were
engaged by Mexican troops faithful to Benito Juarez
south of the city.
Yet business and trade carried on with the sound
of cannon fire north and south of the river. Cotton
shipped through Matamoros to Europe became the financial lifeline of the Confederacy. The cotton shipments Mexican origin avoided interference from a
Union blockade at the river’s mouth.
Near the end of the war Union Troops occupied
Brazos Island and saw the benefit of a railroad to
move freight to a point half way between the mouth
of the river and Brownsville. Brazos Island now the
north end of Boca Chica Beach saw most of the
shipping activity. A rail connection would avoid dangerous open water off loading.
In late 1865 Federal forces, under the direction
of General Philip Sheridan, completed the rail line
from Brazos Island to White Ranch on the Rio Grande,
according to noted Brownsville Historian A A Champion
in his 1969 paper The First Rio Grande Railroads. It
was immediately apparent the days of the ox cart and
river boat were numbered. The rickety nine mile line
was much less labor intensive, faster, even though
cargo made the last leg of the trip was by boat into
the wharfs of Brownsville/Matamoros.

Sherry McNair descendent of Simon Celaya in engineers seat and Gene Balch who restored Engine
Number One of the Point Isabel to Brownsville narrow gauge line. This photo was taken in 1994.
(courtesy)
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A native of Spain; Simon Celaya born in September of 1823.
Celaya arrived in the Brownsville/Matamoros area at one of
the crossroads of history in 1848. (courtesy)
The riverboats were not going away easily. The
route was established during the Mexican/ American
War by Richard King and Mifflin Kenedy. The duo of
ranch fame operated the line successfully and profitably.
In most merchants minds, too profitably. The virtual
monopoly of the river transport led to high costs and
tariffs for traders in the area.
The infighting between rail and boat interests
really started as the merchants tried to throw off the
yoke of Kenedy/King monopoly. A hurricane in 1867
ended Brazos Island brief life as a port. Much of the
1865 track was destroyed by the storm. But the dream
of a rail connection to Brownsville lived on.
Champion credit’s Brownsville residents Joseph
Kliebler and John Butler with the persistence to start
a railroad between Point Isabel and Brownsville. The
Texas Legislature amended a charter given to Kenedy
and King to build a rail line, a task they never intended
to complete, allowing the creation of the Rio Grande
Railroad Company in 1870. The choice for president
of the venture was Simon Celaya
Celaya faced many trails and tribulations building
the 42’’narrow gage line. The line made its first run
to Brownsville on July 4,1873. The Rio Grande
Railroad was powered by three steam engines manufactured by the Baldwin Company of Philadelphia.
The near coastal route from the Point crossed many
lagoons and salt water marshes. To top things off,
Brownsville never gave permission for the line to

operate in the city limits. The line terminated
at the city limits at 12th Street between Van
Buren and Tyler Streets.
Throughout the next two and half
decades Celaya headed a line that was
threatened by hurricanes, damaging equipment in 1874, 1875 and 1880. In 1888, a
severe storm nearly drove the enterprise
into bankruptcy. Its financial well being
was again threatened by a train robbery in
January of 1891. The rail connection saw
its usefulness diminish in 1904 as rail lines
at long last reached the Rio Grande Valley
linking the area with rail connections throughout the United States.
After 26 years Simon left the position
of president and general manager of the
railroad in 1896. He was followed in the
position by his son Augustine. Simon died
in 1908 and is buried in a vault in front of
Immaculate Conception Cathedral in
Brownsville.
Only remnants of the track and trestles
of Rio Grande Railroad remain. But a Baldwin steam engine that worked the line has
been painstakingly restored by Brownsville

resident Gene Balch and is on display at the Historic
Brownsville Museum located at 641 East Madison
Street in Brownsville.
The Valley Business Report wants to credit the
work of the late Augustine “Gus” Celaya and the
late AA Champion paper on Early Rio Grande
Railroads as sources for the above story. Also we
thank Harry McNair of Brownsville for his cooperation
and the use of a family history authored by former
Brownsville Mayor Gene McNair.
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Opinion
Anzalduas: Gateway to Retail Success
By Matt Z. Ruszczak II
Local business and community leaders are
anxiously awaiting the opening of the Anzalduas
Bridge, as it promises a substantial boost to our
local economy, especially the retail sector. The
retail industry is an integral part of the Rio
Grande Valley economy, especially in Hidalgo
County. Overall, the County generates over $7.5
Billion in retail sales per year. The City of
McAllen alone is responsible for over $3.5 Billion. More specifically,, McAllen is ranked 12th
in the State of Texas for retail sales volume,
while ranking 3rd in retail sales per capita and
3rd in retail sales per household. In the last two
categories we only trail the communities of
Round Rock and Sugarland, both of which are
popular retail destination for their neighboring
cities of Austin and Houston, and are each fairly
affluent in their own right. The numbers get
even more interesting when we compare
McAllen’s average household income, approximately $55,000 per year, to its annual retail
sales per household: $82,819 for the year 2008.
In other words, McAllen’s annual per household
retail spending is approximately $27,000 higher
than its average annual household income.
The basis for these numbers originates in

McAllen’s ability to attract retail shoppers from
throughout the Rio Grande Valley and beyond.
McAllen regards a two-hour driving radius as
its market area. This reaches as far north-east
as Corpus Christi and south-west as Monterrey,
Mexico. With communities like Mission, Edinburg, Pharr, Weslaco & Mercedes, as well as
others, aggressively expanding their retail sectors,
and regional, national, and international retail
corporations establishing and/or expanding their
presence, the retail industry’s regional draw
grows stronger every day.
Returning to the subject of the Anzalduas
Bridge, a substantial part of the success of our
retail industry has been the ability to attract
Mexican shoppers. Estimates of how much
impact they have on our retail volume vary,
some figures ranging from 15% to 40%, and
they also vary by location, but nonetheless, the
impact is substantial. Especially the shoppers
from Monterrey, Mexico are very valuable to
our retail industry. Past studies conducted on
behalf of the McAllen Chamber of Commerce
indicated that shoppers from Monterrey, Mexico
spend an average of over $1,100 per person,
per visit, and they visit this area frequently, on
average between once a month and once every
two months. The Anzalduas Bridge is key when

View of the McAllen / Hidalgo bridge with traffic snaking back into Reynosa.

Matt Z. Ruszczak II serves as vice president of
business development and governmental affairs for
the McAllen Chamber of Commerce, He can be
reached at (956) 682-2874. (courtesy)
it comes to this target market, as it will help increase the number of these shoppers coming to
our area, as well as increase the frequency of
their visits. The reason is very simple: Convenience.
For our friends coming form Monterrey
area, the Anzalduas Bridge will add the convenience of avoiding most of Reynosa’s traffic
in the downtown area as well as a big portion of
commuter traffic across the current McAllen/Hidalgo/Reynosa bridge, saving them up to 45
minutes from the total travel time. While this
improvement should not only encourage longer
and more frequent visits to our area, it should
also attract new shoppers to our area: individuals
who so far avoided shopping in the U.S. due to
the hassle of traffic and long lines at the border,
as well as folks who up to now shopped in the
Laredo area, and will discover McAllen and the
surrounding communities as the quicker, more
convenient, more attractive, better alternative.
Watch out Round Rock and Sugarland, here we
come!
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Opinion
Margin Tax, Exemptions Coming in House Bill
by Will Newton

This summer, my office participated in
a bill-signing ceremony for House Bill 4765.
Though you may not be familiar with
the bill number, there’s a good chance it
may affect you as a small business owner.
HB 4765 will increase the exemption of
the state business tax to $1 million during
the coming fiscal year. The tax originally
affected business owners whose gross receipts
totaled $300,000 or more. The exemption
hike spares those businesses grossing up to
$1 million – an additional 40,000 businesses,
for a savings of more than $170 million in
state taxes.
The $1 million exemption was among a
list of key reforms to the state business tax
pursued by NFIB/Texas that would go a long
way towards keeping Texas open for small
business. HB 4765 provides the relief they
need to invest in their small companies and
create jobs that will continue to bring our
state’s economy out of a recession.
Representative Rene Oliveira (DBrownsville), who chaired the House Ways
& Means committee, sponsored HB 4765.
Rep. Oliveira and so many other lawmakers
deserve credit for passing legislation that
will help to free the hand of entrepreneurs
and business owners so that small business
can once again lead this state and nation out
of hard economic times.
It is no secret that small businesses have
felt the sting of this new margin tax. In
some cases, they are cutting benefits such
as health insurance and even laying off employees. They are passing on the cost of
this tax to consumers through higher prices,
fewer bonuses for their employees and, in
some cases, drastic cuts in their own income.
Small business owners are the state’s
job creators, representing 70 percent of all
net new jobs over the last decade and employing about half of all working Texans today.
Our work during the next legislative session, which begins in January 2011, will
consist of educating lawmakers on various

other reforms that will ease their burden.
We will be meeting with business owners,
lawmakers and other business groups to help
inform on the need for further reforms.
Among them, we hope to see legislation that
will allow employers to deduct the cost of
contract labor as well as an exemption from
paying the tax if their business does not
show a profit.
House Bill 4765 will go a long way in
protecting and providing relief to many small
businesses. We commend Rep. Oliveira for
his leadership in this arena, as well as those
lawmakers who put small business interests
first. But there is work to be done. We salute
the business community for their activism,
we thank those lawmakers who supported
the exemption increase, and we look forward
to future cooperation from Texas legislators
and advocacy from the entire small business
community to ensure passage of a more equitable system of taxation.

Will Newton, is the executive director of the
National Federation of Independent Business,
Texas office. (courtesy)

Spotlight
2009-10 Weslaco Chamber Board

From the left are: Brian Humphries, Rio Bank (new director); Jeff Walker, Walker Realty; Norma Montalvo, Montalvo Insurance (new director); Hector Mejia, The UPS Store; Daryl Smith, Security Depot (retiring director); Leo Diaz, 6th Street Market; Braulio Gonzales, Disability Networking Services (past
chair); Sulema Cuellar, Sulema's Hair Design; Myriam Guerra, Allstate Insurance (new director); Anabell Cardona, Valley Grande Institute for Academic Studies (1st Vice Chair); Brad Bierstedt, MVEC (retiring director); Lina Fuentes Johnson, Ezequiel Reyna Law Office; Ted Sunderland, Lone Star National
Bank (Treasurer); Spencer Bell, Holiday Inn Express (Chairman); Not pictured: Randy Summers, Davis
Equity Realty (Executive Board); Fernando Saenz, Law Office of Fernando Saenz; Esperanza Garza,
Knapp Medical Center; Julie Majors, WISD (retired director)
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Small Business News
Small Business Summit A Real Success
By Kevin Knoch
It was a celebration of small business, The Rio South
Texas Small Business Summit held on Thursday, October
22, 2009 at the McAllen Convention Center. The summit’s
aim was to open communication channels between local
small businesses and state agencies for the opportunity to bid
on state projects and work. The event was hosted by the
McAllen Economic Development Corporation and Governor
Rick Perry’s Office of Small Business Advocacy.
Over 40 exhibitors were on hand to field questions
about what it takes to do business with state and federal
agencies. The exhibitors were dominated by state agencies,
with a few federal groups on hand; a healthy mix of
educational institutions and private sector businesses were
represented. Megan Davila Business Development Specialist
with the MEDC related event planning had taken about 5
months.
During the one day event attendees had their choice of
information sessions to attend. A few of the subjects included:
Small Business Administration Financing, Veterans Business
Services and Procurement and bonding. Besides an opening

ceremony that featured Hidalgo County Judge J. D. Salinas
and McAllen Mayor Richard Cortez, nearly 450 attended a
luncheon presentation featuring a speech by Texas Secretary
of State Esperanza “Hope” Andrade.
The secretary hit on the small business theme often in
her remarks, praising not only the state but the region for its
success. Andrade cited several publications and media outlets
that had recently attested to the state’s economic vitality.
“..As the Financial Timesreported as early as last fall, Texas
is in the best position to weather the current economic turndown.
A forecast by IHS Global Insight earlier this month reaffirms our
strong position, noting that Texas is predicted to lead the recovery,
and I believe we are.” Andrade added an accolade about the
locale she was speaking in. “MSNBC just announced that
McAllen/Edinburg/Pharr areas are amongst the first in the nation
to move from recession to recovery due to your economy
growing over the past six months.”
Andrade went on to stress, “Small businesses are the
heart of the economic engine that drives our state’s and our
nation’s prosperity, and it will probably come as no surprise
to you that more than half the jobs created last year in the U.
S. were created by small businesses! Looking within our
own state, there are more than 2.1 million small businesses
statewide, and these small businesses create approximately
95 percent of our state‘s total employers.”
MEDC President and CEO Keith Patridge was happy with
the numbers attending and termed the event a success. “I’m very
pleased with the turnout. It shows interest among our small

McAllen Mayor Richard Cortez and Texas Secretary of State Espranza "Hope" Andrade. (K. Knoch)
businesses. More importantly is it shows me they really want to
grow, refine their skills, and learn how they can develop their
businesses.” Patridge further emphasized at events like the
summit it is all about networking and marketing.
Thomas Walker of Perry’s Office of Small Business
Advocacy related his staff had recently conducted three
summits around the state, McAllen being the third. “We
wanted to promote communication and entrepreneurial spirit
across Texas.” He indicated a second series of summits are
planned for next year.

Business in Brownsville
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Spotlight
Lone Star National Bank Now in Arts District
Valley Business Report
Lone Star National Bank expands in the Valley
with it’s 21st banking center and were greeted with
smiles and excitement. This banking center is part of
a beautiful new projet in the city of McAllen, bringing
financial convenience to the Art Village area.
Edna De Saro, Vice President and Marketing
Director welcomed everyone and encouraged visitors
to celebrate in the ribbon cutting.
“We plan to continue to build branches in strategic,
vibrant areas, such as our newest branch. Our branch
at the Art Village on Main is a convenient neighborhood
branch that is just one of the many ways we bring the
bank to you”, said A. Jabier Rodrigues, CEO of Lone
Star National Bank.
Established in 1983, Lone Star National Bank
has provided banking services to communities in
South Texas for the past 26 years.
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In the Spotlight

Valley Symphony Orchestra & Chorale
Valley Business Report
The Valley Symphony Orchestra & Chorale
celebrated moving into their new space in midOctober.
The Official Ribbon Cutting was held in cooperation with the McAllen, Mission, Edinburg &
Pharr Chambers of Commerce.
The ribbon cutting was held at their new
location in the Neuhaus Tower in McAllen.
Entertainment at the event was provided by
our Valley’s own - Valley Symphony Orchestra
Ensemble.
Valley Symphony Orchestra & Chorale Executive Director Monica Folk, "We are thrilled to be
a member of the Valley community and for the
support of us moving to this new office. This will
allow us to do more work in expanding our programs
for everyone - from 1st graders violin classes to
concerts and events for the business community."

At left: Monica Folk, Executive
Director of Valley Symphony Orchestra & Chorale.
Center photo: The official ribbon
cutting welcoming the Valley
Symphny Orchestra into its new
location in the Neuhaus Tower.
Bottom photo: Entertainment for
the crowd was provided by the
strings section of the orchestra.
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Economic Development

New Motel & Restaurant Aim to Serve Two Cities
By Kevin Knoch
It’s a San Benito development, at 2555 West
Business Highway 77, but the location near the Harlingen/San Benito line, will benefit both communities.
San Benito welcomed the groundbreaking October 7,
of a 36 room motel, with two commercial restaurant
sites. Brownsville developer Rodger Bhakta of JYOT
Enterprises related the $1.7 million two acre project,
is expected to be completed in March of 2010.
While the City of San Benito profits from sales
and occupancy tax, Bhakta states he hopes his motel’s
location will benefit from Harlingen’s nearby medical
center. Asked if his location near hospitals, clinics,
and doctor’s offices was planned Bhakta stated, “Absolutely. The whole project had been planned that
way. We have been working on the plans for a year.”
The developer pointed out he changed the design
of the motel, with the medical needs of potential customers in mind. “I modified the plan, initially we
were going to build a two story building. But realizing

the proximity of Veteran’s clinic. I thought we should
modify the lay out, to accommodate all of those
people who might be in need and would rather not
deal with stairs or elevators.”
Bhakta a native of India, has lived in Brownsville
for 12 years. He recently sold his motel on Central
Boulevard, along with a store in the city to concentrate
on the San Benito project. Part of the attraction of
San Benito was the lack of modern updated motel
establishments. Bhakta who has worked in the motel
business since he was 15 years old, thinks the location
is solid. “By locating in San Benito it gives us the
chance to acquire business from both cities. San
Benito was in need of newer motel facilities.”
One of the restaurants that will be located on the
project grounds it a familiar and popular one with
Brownsville area patrons. C&C Wings has committed
to a five year lease with JYOT Enterprises. Bhakta
relates he is also in negotiation with another multi location Brownsville eatery to occupy the second restaurant space at the motel development.
C&C Wings has two locations in Brownsville,
its original location near the intersection of Farm to
Market Road 802 and Highway 48, and one on Central
Boulevard. Co-owner Lori Indribson relates they took
over their main location in 1995, from a previous es-

tablished bar and restaurant. The family had come to
Brownsville from Buffalo N.Y., when the Trico windshield wiper manufacturers relocated to the city in
1985. Not surprisingly they are best know for their
chicken wings, a delicacy Buffalo prides itself on.
“We were looking for another location north, not
necessarily all the way McAllen. I was thinking about
Los Fresnos or San Benito. When this opportunity
came up. We are really excited and it is just what we
were looking for.” Indribson added C&C Wings
became friends with Bhakta as a customer at one of
their restaurants. “He has been a regular at our Central
Blvd location, he has been coming in since we opened
in 2006.”
The San Benito Economic Development Corporation (SBEDC) has worked with Bhakta since the
beginning of the development, “They worked with us
to provide an infrastructure grant making it possible
to make our project a reality,” emphasized Bhakta.
President of the SBEDC Board of Directors Bill Elliot
stated in a release. “We are very pleased to have this
new motel and restaurant located in San Benito. The
San Benito Inn will add more opportunities for our
hospitality industry and is an indicator that exciting
new growth is coming to our city.”

The new motel in San Benito was strategically planned to be close to the medical facilities located in Harlingen. Brownsville developer Rodger Bhakta of JYOT Enterprises has been planning this project for over
a year and has high hopes for success. (Kevin Knoch)

